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Lisa
age  48

occupation  Restaurant owner

smile concerns  Dullness,  
discolored bonding, worn edges 
and translucent-looking teeth

fixed them with  Veneers

megawatt smile 
Sarasota, FL, cosmetic dentist Jenifer C. Back, DMD, worked with Lisa to cocreate her new smile. 
After establishing a treatment plan, Lisa received a comprehensive exam that included X-rays, 
impressions and documentation of all of her teeth, gums, chewing muscles and joints. Dr. Back 
says, “These steps ensure that our results are not just beautiful but long-lasting as well.” The 
next appointment began with the removal of 1 to 1.5 millimeters of surface from each of the  
teeth that would be fitted with trial veneers. Adjustments were taken into account before the 
temporary plastic veneers were made. Dr. Back explains, “This process allows the patient to  
feel comfortable about how their new smile will look. The temporary veneers are plastic but  
most patients are excited about the improved smile they leave with on that day.” At the next 
appointment, permanent veneers were bonded to Lisa’s teeth. NB

the smile makeover

before

SMiLeM A K E O V E R s

”
“I felt my teeth needed a lift—they were kind of dull 

and had some imperfections that were noticeable. 

My new smile has given me much more confidence 

with my everyday life, especially when dealing with 

customers at the restaurant. Having a great smile 

has made a big difference in how I feel.
at-home whitening
Proprietary applicators 
and a powerful, enamel-
safe whitening gel in the 
rembrandt deeply white  
2 hour whitening kit 
deliver serious whitening 
for a brighter smile in no 
time. $20, target.com

Have a question about veneers? 
Ask one of our doctors at  
facebook.com/newbeautymagazine
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the stars’ new secret weapon: is this miracle                                                             treatment the answer to prevent aging?

®

the beauty authority    

proven ways to
erase wrinkles
permanently

how to get
a sexy body like

sofia

flawless

skin
30-second fixes for

the most powerful

anti-aging
ingredients

expensive
products

are they worth it?
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